2014 Graduating Fellows (Current Positions)
Agarwal, Shikhar – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Interventional Staff, Geisinger Medical Center, Danville, PA)
Goodman, Andrew - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Nashville, TN)
Heil Lawson, Barbara - Johns Hopkins Interventional Fellowship (Intervention/Structural Staff, Virginia Commonwealth Unv, Richmond, VA)
McCulloch Michael - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, Dartmouth)
Min, David - Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship (Imaging Staff, Intermountain Health System, Salt Lake City, UT)
Monteleone, Peter - Massachusetts General Hospital Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Austin, TX)
Naderi, Sahar - Massachusetts General Hospital Women’s Health Fellowship (Staff Cardiology, Stanford University)
Newton, David - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Practice Electrophysiology, Savannah, GA)
Pierson, Lee - Emory University Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Augusta, GA)
Robinson, Monique - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, University Hospitals of Cleveland)
Sedehi, Daniel - Director, Coronary Care Unit, University of Oregon Health Science Center
Senn, Todd - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Practice Electrophysiology, Columbia, SC)
Stegman Brian - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, St Cloud, MN)

2015 Graduating Fellows
Benjamin, Terrie-Ann – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, Swedish Medical Center, Seattle, WA)
Chenier, Michael – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Ongoing)
Coleman, Corey – Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Ongoing)
Cremer, Paul – Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship (Ongoing)
Grodin, Justin – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, UT Southwestern, Dallas, TX)
Jones, Brandon – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Ongoing)
Lahoud, Rony – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Ongoing)
Lappe, Jason - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Ongoing)
Pai, Manju – Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Ongoing)
Patel, Harsh – Methodist Hospital, Interventional Fellowship (Ongoing)
Rosenthal, Julie – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ)
William, Dilusha – Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Yanavitski, Marat - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Ongoing)
2016 Graduating Fellows
Campbell, Joseph – Massachusetts General Interventional Fellowship
Elshazly, Mohamed - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Harb, Serge – Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship
Hawwa, Nael – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Hoosien, Michael - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Horr, Samuel – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Johnson, Michael – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Perez, Antonio – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Reed, Grant – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Shivapour, Daniel – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Sperry, Brett – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Vranian, Michael – Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Wiggins, Newton - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship